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[Intro:]audio
Upfront
Transmission in
4...3...2..1
Audio
Oh oh oh oh
Magnetic
Oh Oh Oh Oh
Magnetic ( Magnetic )
Oh oh oh oh ( Magnetic )
A-U-D-I-O
Magnetic

[Verse:]She didn't know I been lookin' for you baby
Cause we don't have the energy lately ( Magnetic )
So bee daa doo doo doo doo doo doo doo doo doo
That's what it sounds like when I talk to you

[Hook:]Cause I'm attracted to you, you're so magnetic I
tell ya
I wanna scandal with you, so meet in a hotel
Cause I just want what you do
No I don't like what ya tell me
Cause I'm attracted to you
You're so magnetic I tell ya
You're you're mag magnetic ( So magnetic )
You know, you know, you're so magnetic ( Oh oh oh oh
oh oh )
So magnetic, netic ( Oh oh oh oh oh oh )
Magnetic

[Verse:]So lately I been thinkin' 'bout this party
My hands just keep on stickin' to your body ( Magnetic )
So dee da da da da da da dee dee dee dee
That's what it sounds like when you're touchin' me

[Hook:]Cause I'm attracted to you, you're so magnetic I
tell ya

I wanna scandal with you, so meet in a hotel
Cause I just want what you do
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No I don't like what ya tell me
Cause I'm attracted to you ( Akon )
You're so magnetic I tell ya ( Hey hey! )

[Verse - Akon:]Audio is booming through ya block ( Oh
oh oh oh )
Turn it up and let them tweeters pop ( Oh oh oh oh )
Audio is booming through ya block ( Oh oh oh oh )
Turn the place up let that bottle drop( Oh oh oh oh )
Hey ( Magnetic )
I'm known to control ya life like a hundred dollar bill
now ( Hey )
It's true that we cold as ice,
guarantee that we ain't gon chill now ( Hey )
Wrapped up like a motor bike on ya favorite mama's
heels now ( Hey )
I'm the type that you learn to like
Just gimme the light to close the deal now ( Uh-huh )
So Audio pass me the hottie ( Uh-huh )
My nigga pass me the money ( Uh-huh )
When the bass drop ( Boom cha boom)
Like this, man ya'll niggas don't want it

[Hook:]Cause I'm attracted to you, you're so magnetic I
tell ya
I wanna scandal with you, so meet in a hotel
Cause I just want what you do
No I don't like what ya tell me
Cause I'm attracted to you
You're so magnetic I tell ya
You're you're mag magnetic ( Hey! )
Magnetic, netic, netic, so magnetic ( Hey! )
Magnetic, so magnetic, so magnetic ( Hey! )
Magnetic ( I'm so magnetic! )
You're Magnetic
Upfront transmission in ( Baby...magnetic )
4...3...2...1, let's go ( Hey! Magnetic so )
Magnetic
Upfront transmission ( Hey, I'm so magnetic )
Magnetic
4...3...2...1, Audio
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